The diagonal impeller is a key component of the diagonal flow compressor which is a highly sophisticated system. A new DFSS methodology DAMV which has four phases, Define, Analysis, MDO and Verify, was utilized to the design of a diagonal impeller and high comprehensive performances were obtained.
Introduction
Spurred by the great success of six sigma in companies such as Motorola and GE, from 1980's onward, a large number of companies practice six sigma [1] [2] with methodology DMAIC (Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve, Control) and progress on their quality journey, attain three and four-sigma level but finally ran into a five-sigma wall. As a result more and more attentions have been paid to Design for Six Sigma (DFSS [3] [4] [5] ). The design of a sophisticated and complicated system usually involves different disciplines. From the view point of systems engineering which seeks to optimize the overall system functions, a new DFSS methodology DAMV which stands for Define, Analyze, MDO (multidisciplinary design optimization [6] [7] [8] ), Verify was proposed. Methodology DAMV was utilized to the design of a diagonal impeller and the results indicate that the present methodology is efficient for a sophisticated multidisciplinary system.
DFSS methodology DAMV
A new DFSS methodology DAMV is proposed. The implementation procedures of the four phases of DAMV are as follows: Define. Establish the project team, and according to the characteristic of the system under consideration, define the object of the project, for example a component, an assembly of gas turbine engine or a whole engine. And define characteristics that are critical to qualities (CTQs) for the customer and for the project by quality function deployment (QFD). Analyze. Analyze similar systems in existence, come up with an initial design, analyze production process capacity and determine the control factors and uncertainty factors and transfer CTQ to CTP (critical to process). MDO. Build an MDO mathematical model, that is to define design variables from control factors and uncertainty factors determined in the analyze phase, objective functions from CTQs defined in define phase and constraints. Carry out optimization which is based on multi-disciplinary simulation from the initial design. Verify. Test the design resulted in MDO phase to ascertain that objective functions meet requirement as long as all tolerances are within their limits using DOE (design of experiments) and multi-disciplinary simulation techniques. Carry out geometrical tolerance and positional tolerance design to assure high multi-disciplinary performances at the lowest possible cost. Carry out conformal design to obtain optimal shape of the structure and position relations with other structures when it works.
Define and Analyze
The diagonal impeller is a rotating component of diagonal flow compressor in the gas turbine engine, which also is a part of the high pressure rotor (see Fig. 1 ) of the engine. It transfers mechanical energy from the high pressure turbine that drives the rotor to that of the gas being compressed by accelerating the gas outwards from the center of rotation. Fig.2 and Fig.3 show the 3D structure and meridian cross-section of the diagonal impeller. The project team members are specialized in different disciplines with different tasks. In order to meet customer's increasingly higher requirement, the design of diagonal impellers is trended towards higher rotating speed, lighter in weight with lower aerodynamic losses and enough fatigue life. The CTQs are associated with those of the whole engine; and some important CTQs related to the project are: thrust, thrust/weigh ratio, specific fuel consumption, reliability, durability, safety and cost. Usually the thrust of an engine is specified in overall design of the engine according to the requirement of customer. Low aerodynamic losses are needed to obtain enough thrust and reduce fuel consumption and cost. Enough structural strength is helpful for high reliability, durability and safety. Higher thrust/weight ratios requires better aerodynamics performance and lighter structure weight. Table 1 shows the project CTQs which are transferred from customer CTQ describe previously. The project Ys which are quantified project CTQs are also listed in Tab. 1. In order to get enough fatigue life, the stress of the blade and disk must be less than 780MPa and 720MPa respectively. Fig. 4 Design variables of the blade Fig. 5 Stress distribution after MDO The initial structure of the diagonal impeller is shown in Fig. 3 by referring that of other similar existing engines. Multidisciplinary analysis was carried and the requirements and the initial values are listed in Tab. 1. From Tab. 1 can be seen that some of the CTQ items are not met the requirements. Finite volume method was used in aerodynamic analysis, finite element method was used in structural analysis.
Tab Fig 3 where r is the radius coordinate of the control points, z axial coordinate, R the radius of a fillet, d distance. As shown in the Fig 3, at the blade root of inlet, it has z=0. The curve of hub and the radius of the inner hole are previously specified and can not be changed. The blade mid-surface of the diagonal impeller discussed here is a ruled surface and can be determined by the tip and root curves which is expressed by Bezier curve. As shown in Fig. 4 , coordinates of the control points tip curve Pt are taken as design variables. Usually the number of control points n=6-10. Objective functions. From Tab. 1 it can be seen that the loss, blade stress, disk stress do not met the requirements, they will be included in objective function. Although the weight in Tab. 1 meets the requirement, it also included in objective function for the lighter the structure the better. The objective function is expressed as:
where } {x is the vector of design variables, 1 f is the aerodynamic loss, 2 f the blade maximum stress, 3 f the disk maximum stress, 4
f the weight of the impeller, W the weight coefficient; σ is the standard deviation which can be obtained by:
where n is the number of design variables, j x the jth design variable, 
Mathematic model. Find
(3) Results. Solve (3) using a DFSS software developed by us. The results are listed in Tab. 2. Genetic algorithm was used in the optimization process. It can be seen from Tab. 2 that the weight of the diagonal impeller is reduced by 5.16(N), (13.6%), the maximum stress of the disk is reduced by 101.3MPa, 12.2%, the maximum stress of the blades is reduced by 234.8MPa, 24.5%, the maximum displacement of the blades is reduced by 0.29mm, 35.2%. These results are satisfactory. The outline and the stress distribution of the impeller after MDO are shown in Fig. 5 
